
Morphology of the rural settlements 

The morphology of rural settlements is the study of the ground 

plan and shape of villages. These emerge from the arrangement of 

houses and fields are the result of the perception of the 

environment by a community. It is necessary at this stage to 

clarify the terms that will be used in referring to village 

shape. In general, morphology of settlement considered the forms 

of settlement, patterns of settlement, internal structure and 

functions etc. 

Forms of settlement: When we analyze the forms of rural 

settlement, we find two types, viz. nucleated and dispersed. If 

dwelling houses, farms and outbuildings are clustered together 

in close juxtaposition, and there is a clear contrast between 

the settlement agglomeration and the surrounding farmland, as we 

find in the plains of Assam, the settlements are called 

nucleated. On the other, dispersed settlements are the ones in 

which isolated farms and dwelling are scattered irregularly over 

the country side. Such dispersed settlements are found either in 

the hilly or less productive areas or in the newly settled areas 

of extensive agriculture.  

In some areas, both the forms are mixed up spatially then it is 

called amorphous form of settlement. Each nucleated village may 

be very large. Sometimes one such large nucleated village may 

even touch another. Such a large nucleated settlement is also 

called clustered or agglomerated settlement. If the clustered or 

agglomerated settlement are erected close then it is compact 

settlements. 

Patterns of settlement:  In compact form of rural settlements, 

the arrangement of the streets, houses and other functions is 

related to its environment and culture. As such the rural 

settlement has varied patterns viz. linear, rectangular, 

circular, T-shaped village, double village, and cross-shaped 

village.  

 Linear Pattern villages develop along some road, railway, 

river or a canal. Linear pattern is also found along the sea 

coast. In India, such patterns are found all along the major and 

rivers. 



 Rectangular pattern is a very common type which develops 

around the rectangular shape of agriculture fields. Village 

paths and card tracks also confirm to the rectangular field 

patterns. The settlements of coastal Maharashtra and Andhra 

Pradesh and either side of Aravali hills, etc. are the examples.  

Circular Pattern develops either in flat lands or around a 

pond or a crater or at foot of rounded isolated hill. In such 

cases people mainly prefer to build their houses near the 

sources of water. Such villages are found in large number in 

West Bengal and Uttar Pradesh.  

In, T-shaped pattern, the routes meet in such a way that 

they make a “T” junction. People start making their houses along 

the routes extending in all the three directions and T- shape 

pattern develops. 

 Double pattern village is that village where a road 

crosses a canal or a river through a bridge; houses are built 

both along the road as well as canal or river.  

Cross-shaped pattern is found at a place where two routes 

cross each other at right angles. The houses are built along the 

routes in all the four directions.  

Internal structure: Internal structure is an important aspect of 

rural morphology. Here location and layout of houses very 

important. The layout of the houses over the world is such that 

they are constructed facing the path of the sun. In the areas of 

fixed direction of strong winds, the entrance door of a house is 

always placed on the leeward side. The rural houses are 

generally built from the materials locally available. These 

materials are so selected as to protect the inmates from the 

sun, rain, snow, dust-storm and wind. The first element of a 

house is the roof. In the rural areas of dry lands, the roofs 

are laid out flat, but in the temperate, equatorial, monsoonal 

and Mediterranean regions the sloping roofs are common to allow 

rain water or snow to roll down quickly. While mud roofs are 

common in the hot dry deserts and semi deserts, stone and slates 

are common in the Alpine-Himalayan mountainous areas. Straw, 

thatch and other dry leaves are to be found in the monsoon and 

equatorial regions. Tiles and bricks are found to be popular in 

the Mediterranean and temperate parts of the world. Wall are of 



stone and slate again in the mountainous areas, bamboos, reeds 

and tall grasses are used with a coating of mud in the monsoon 

and equatorial areas. The temperate and Mediterranean regions 

normally use wooden planks for walls.   

Existence of courtyard is a common feature of the entire rural 

household, which is often used in Asia and Africa as also for 

very temporary dumping ground of essentials of the households.  

Boundary fencing is a common sight in the rural countryside. In 

the western world the boundary fencing is reinforced by hedge 

lining which add beauty to the rural morphology. 

Functions:  On the basis of functions of rural settlements are 

considered as farming village, fisherman’s villages, lumberjack 

village, pastoral villages etc. Agriculture including animal 

husbandry is the most important occupation of the rural people 

all over the world. The primitive occupations like hunting and 

fishing and other occupations such lumbering, cottage industry, 

etc. are by and large, extremely limited to a few areas. It is 

because of the predominance of agriculture that we find that 

agricultural fields and pastures dominate the rural scene all 

over the world. 

In conclusion, we can say that the various physical and socio-

economic conditions of different regions shape the rural 

cultural landscape in different way. 


